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A library is a place for storage. Most commonly they contain books or

artistic materials. And, as is the common perception, are available for

public consumption. It is this contentious arena, when the private

becomes public, that our spotlight falls. More specifically, we are

looking at the intellectual treasury housed within the studio at 2

Willow Road, Hampstead, London, a National Trust property, open to the

public since 1996. The loaded library shelves, spanning the studio wall of

this post-war Modernist domicile, are the responsibility of the buildings

creator, architect Ernö Goldfinger, resident from 1939 to 1991.

Taken out of the realm of general reading matter, his library was

originally more than a personal gallery and exhibition, it was also

sanctuary, retreat and more significantly, hideaway. Amassed over a

number of decades, this scholarly repository is like most personal

assemblages of desire, revealing and unintentionally biographical.

If we also add to the mix an alluring contribution of books

belonging to his wife, the artist Ursula Blackwell, the resultant

exposé is even more illuminating. It is this cheek-by-jowl nature of

their chosen reading matter which contributes the necessary frisson

at the chance discovery of an underlying, hidden rhetoric. Taken on

face value, the titles of their accumulated books can be cut-and-pasted

in an almost Burroughsian fashion, to reveal a new text. But it is only

when we literally turn these tomes on their head, when the truly

beautiful and illustriousness is revealed. This ‘new way of looking’ at

reading matter was discovered by Veronica Bailey, as she spent time

perusing the Goldfinger library.

Filtering through an array of seemingly disparate volumes, 

she redefines the narrative, reconstructing past relationships and

encounters, ghost traces amongst the bruised paper. Split on 

two distinct levels, her images evoke an immediate emotional

response as well as providing a deeper more explicit sub-text via 

the book titles themselves. 

Ernö and Ursula’s collection of books, and more specifically 

the paper which combines to form them, provide metaphorical

building blocks of their public and private lives and their own,

stimulating personal relationship.

The initial reaction is one of intrigue, at the apparent absence 

of form and subtly-defined, linear abstraction. Further exploration

reveals an inherent beauty and poetic rhythm, fused into the

compacted strata. Delicate interplays between book covers and

juxtaposed sheets of paper create a detailed, three-dimensional

landscape, drawing the viewer in to the hidden depths. The overall

composite appears as a fusion of descending and ascending

components, dragging out variant lines of force, a steady flow from

the source, a fountain of concealed knowledge. 

Book pages, like the strata of some sedimentary desert landscape,

eventually, due to their composite nature, begin to show wear and

tear and above all, the passage of time. Singularly, the fine sheet of

condensed pulp tells us little. But, when we combine it with hundreds

of seemingly identical neighbouring elements, differentiation and

movement soon becomes visible - the wood becomes evident for the

trees. The wear and tear builds in direct relation to the books shelf

life’ and even more so, its appeal.
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Human Response to Tall Buildings

Donald J Conway

Community Development Series
Dowden Hutchinson and Ross • USA 1977

A Girl like I

Anita Loos Autobiography

Author of 'Gentlemen prefer Blondes'
Hamish Hamilton • London 1967
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Victor Vasarely   A l’unité plastique

Marcel Joray

Editions du Griffon NeuchIâtel-Suisse • Switzerland 1965

Born Free

Joy Adamson

A Lioness of Two Worlds
Collins and Harvill Press • London 1960
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A Look At My Life

Eileen Agar

Methuen • London 1988

View from a Long Chair

The Memoirs of Jack Pritchard

Routledge and Kegan Paul • London 1984
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Hungarian Cookery Book

Károly Gundel

140 Hungarian Specialities
Corvina Press • Budapest 1976

Ozenfant

Amedée Ozenfant

Memoires 1886-1962
Seghers • Paris 1968
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Erno Goldfinger

Major Mátá

Akadémiai Kiadó • Budapest 1973

Sex and The Office

Helen Gurley Brown

Author of Sex and The Single Girl
Bernard Geis Associates & Random House • USA 1964



Emerald and Nancy

Daphine Fielding

Lady Cunard and her Daughter
Eyre and Spottiswoode • London 1968

The Arrogance of Power

Senator J  William Fulbright

The United States Foreign Relations Committee
Vintage Books • New York 1966
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Paris

Martin Hürlimann

101 Pictures in Photogravure
Thames and Hudson and Atlantis Verlag • Great Britain 1957

Crimson Ramblers of The world farewell 

Stories by Jessamyn West

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Inc • New York 1970
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Art of The Avant-Garde in Russia

Selections from George Costakis Collection

The Solomon R Guggenheim Foundation • New York 1981

The Kama Sutra of Vatsyayana

Translated by Sir Richard Burton and F F Arbuthnot

George Allen and Unwin Ltd • Great Britain 1963
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Woman in Art

Dr Helen Rosenau

From Type to Personality
Isomorph Ltd • London 1944

Hope’s Windows

Makers of Fine Windows 1818 - 1951

Henry Hope and Son • Birmingham 1951



Goldfinger 

Ian Fleming

Jonathan Cape • Oxford 1959

The War’s Best Photographs

Pictorial Masterpieces - Of the Greatest Struggle The World has Known

Odhams Press • London 1941
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